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  Armored Personnel Carriers Michael Green,Gladys
Green,2005 Describes the M113 Armored Personal Carrier (or
APC), including its history, equipment, weapons, tactics, and
future use. Includes photo diagram.
  M113: American Armoured Personnel Carrier Ben
Skipper,2021-03-23 The M113 has become as much a
recognizable part of the US military machine at war as the Bell
UH-1 Iroquois and M16 assault rifle. Earning its stripes in the
jungles and highlands of Vietnam, it became the most widely
armored vehicle of the campaign. Such was its prowess that the
Viet Cong gave it the nickname Green Dragon on account of its
ability to go virtually anywhere. Its groundbreaking aluminum
hull gives the M113 a relatively low weight of 12ts, this allows it
to be easily transported by air and gives it an amphibious ability.
The design was also easy to modify and can carry a range of
support and indirect fire weapons. From mortars to ballistic
missiles, the M113 spawned a progeny of useful and innovative
vehicles. The base M113 is lightly armored and safe against only
the lightest of small arms fire and shell splinter. As a result a
range of up-armor packages have been used in the past, from
sandbags to complex appliqué armur. 80,000 M113s of all types
have been produced and are in use with over 50 countries,
making it one of the most widely used armored fighting vehicles
to be produced. Indeed such was its popularity that the US
bought their final M113s in as late as 2007. The M113 was
designed and developed by the Food Machinery Corporation
(FMC) to replace the heavier and less reliable steel-bodied M59
and M75 armored personnel carriers. It was specifically designed
to be lighter, air-portable and have amphibious capability.
Carrying a crew of two, driver and commander, who manned the
M113’s only weapon, a .50cal machine gun, the M113 would
transport 11 soldiers into combat before withdrawing to the rear.
Powered initially by a V8 petrol engine the M113 would be
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continuously up-engined throughout its frontline and subsequent
rear support lifespan. Changes included improved suspension,
smoke dischargers and externally fitted fuel tanks. Other changes
have included armored commander’s turrets and slat armor. This
LandCraft title looks at the M113s development where the FMC
sought to utilize its chassis into as many roles as possible, from
smoke generators to flamethrowers. The book also looks at how
the M113 was adapted for use by numerous overseas customers
and how these are upgraded to suit local conditions. Finally the
title looks at the M113’s changing roles in the more sophisticated
contemporary battlescape and how it’s still providing service in
theatres across the world in a variety of roles, both combat and
support. For the modeler there is nothing more important than
the little things and this image-rich section of Land Crafts M113
title delivers the goods. Filled with crisp photos that show the
M113’s many details, combined with helpful accompanying text,
forms an enviable visual guide for the enthusiast and modeler
alike.
  M113 APC David Doyle,Don Greer,2009
  M113 Armored Personnel Vehicle David Baker,2007 Explore
the background of the modern troop mover, the M113 Armored
Personnel Vehicle
  M113 APC 1960–75 Jamie Prenatt,2017-11-30 The M113 is
the most widely used and versatile armoured vehicle in the world.
Fielded in 1960 as a simple 'battlefield taxi', over 80,000 M113s
would see service with 50 nations around the world and 55 years
later, many thousands are still in use. In addition to its original
role of transporting troops across the battlefield, specialized
versions perform a multitude of other functions including
command and control, fire support, anti-tank and anti-aircraft
defence, and casualty evacuation. This new fully illustrated study
examines the service record of the M113 from its initial fielding
through to the end of the Vietnam War. It will also describe the
many US, South Vietnamese, and Australian variants of the M113
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used in the Vietnam War as well as information on tactics, unit
tables of organization and equipment, and a selection of
engagements in which the M113 played a decisive role.
  The M113 Series Simon Dunstan,David Edward Smith,1983
Text by Simon Dunstan, Colour Plates by Terry Hadler and David
E. Smith. The M113 Armoured Personnel Carrier is a fully tracked
vehicle designed to transport a squad of infantry and their
equipment. This book, packed full of photographs and
illustrations, recounts its History, technical specification and
variants.Due to popular demand, strictly limited quantities of
Osprey's most wanted out of print Men-at-Arms, Vanguard and
Elite titles are back in stock. Many of these books have been out
of print for 5 years or more, so don't miss this one-off opportunity
to buy them hot-off-the-press at regular series prices while stocks
last. Orders will be processed on a strictly first come, first served
basis so hurry! Order your books today.
  M113 in Us Service Michael Green,Yves Debay,1990-06
  Modelling the M113 Series Graeme Davidson,2012-02-20 The
M113 family of vehicles has proved to be one of the most popular
military designs of the last 40 years. Introduced in the early
1960s, the series has encompassed numerous variants, served in
over 50 countries and in several conflicts. This book is designed
to appeal to modellers of intermediate skill and features five
progressively challenging projects covering a range of different
versions of the M113, including reconnaissance, fire support, APC
and air defence variants. Step-by-step photos illustrate
scratchbuilding, painting and weathering techniques. It also
contains detailed listings of all the kits and aftermarket products
available for this heavily modelled subject.
  M113 APC in Vietnam David Doyle,2009-01-01
  Management of the M113 Armoured Personnel Carrier
Upgrade Project Australian National Audit Office,Colin
Cronin,Danielle Smith,Zoe Loughton,2005
  Management of the M113 Armoured Personnel Carrier
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Upgrade Project Australian National Audit Office,Kim
Bond,2009
  Upgrade of the M113 Fleet of Armoured Vehicles Australian
National Audit Office,Alexander Wilkinson,Stewart Ashe,Fran
Holbert,2012
  The M113 and M113A1 Armoured Personnel Carriers in
Australian Service 1962 to 1972 Michael Cecil,1994
  Installation of Intercommunication Set AN/VIC-1(V) in
Carrier, Personnel, Armored, M113, M113A1 ,1990
  M113 APC 1960–75 Jamie Prenatt,2017-11-30 The M113 is
the most widely used and versatile armoured vehicle in the world.
Fielded in 1960 as a simple 'battlefield taxi', over 80,000 M113s
would see service with 50 nations around the world and 55 years
later, many thousands are still in use. In addition to its original
role of transporting troops across the battlefield, specialized
versions perform a multitude of other functions including
command and control, fire support, anti-tank and anti-aircraft
defence, and casualty evacuation. This new fully illustrated study
examines the service record of the M113 from its initial fielding
through to the end of the Vietnam War. It will also describe the
many US, South Vietnamese, and Australian variants of the M113
used in the Vietnam War as well as information on tactics, unit
tables of organization and equipment, and a selection of
engagements in which the M113 played a decisive role.
  Modelling the M113 Series Graeme Davidson,2012-02-20
The M113 family of vehicles has proved to be one of the most
popular military designs of the last 40 years. Introduced in the
early 1960s, the series has encompassed numerous variants,
served in over 50 countries and in several conflicts. This book is
designed to appeal to modellers of intermediate skill and features
five progressively challenging projects covering a range of
different versions of the M113, including reconnaissance, fire
support, APC and air defence variants. Step-by-step photos
illustrate scratchbuilding, painting and weathering techniques. It
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also contains detailed listings of all the kits and aftermarket
products available for this heavily modelled subject.
  Operation Desert Storm Andy Renshaw,Ryan
Harden,2010-07 The second volume in the 'Armour Datafile'
series, 'Operation Desert Storm' looks at subjects from the 1991
Gulf War, including all the vehicles used by US Forces.
  M-113 in Action Squadron Signal Publications,Stephen
Tunbridge,1984-01-01
  MECHANIZED RIFLE TROOP (M113). ,1963 The 5th
Mechanized Rifle Troop, 2d Armored Cavalry Squadron
participated in a search-andclear operation in the vicinity of Ho
Phong (WR 4021) in Ba Xuyen Province.
  M113: American Armoured Personnel Carrier Ben
Skipper,2021-03-23 The M113 has become as much a
recognizable part of the US military machine at war as the Bell
UH-1 Iroquois and M16 assault rifle. Earning its stripes in the
jungles and highlands of Vietnam, it became the most widely
armored vehicle of the campaign. Such was its prowess that the
Viet Cong gave it the nickname Green Dragon on account of its
ability to go virtually anywhere. Its groundbreaking aluminum
hull gives the M113 a relatively low weight of 12ts, this allows it
to be easily transported by air and gives it an amphibious ability.
The design was also easy to modify and can carry a range of
support and indirect fire weapons. From mortars to ballistic
missiles, the M113 spawned a progeny of useful and innovative
vehicles. The base M113 is lightly armored and safe against only
the lightest of small arms fire and shell splinter. As a result a
range of up-armor packages have been used in the past, from
sandbags to complex appliqué armur. 80,000 M113s of all types
have been produced and are in use with over 50 countries,
making it one of the most widely used armored fighting vehicles
to be produced. Indeed such was its popularity that the US
bought their final M113s in as late as 2007. The M113 was
designed and developed by the Food Machinery Corporation
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(FMC) to replace the heavier and less reliable steel-bodied M59
and M75 armored personnel carriers. It was specifically designed
to be lighter, air-portable and have amphibious capability.
Carrying a crew of two, driver and commander, who manned the
M113’s only weapon, a .50cal machine gun, the M113 would
transport 11 soldiers into combat before withdrawing to the rear.
Powered initially by a V8 petrol engine the M113 would be
continuously up-engined throughout its frontline and subsequent
rear support lifespan. Changes included improved suspension,
smoke dischargers and externally fitted fuel tanks. Other changes
have included armored commander’s turrets and slat armor. This
LandCraft title looks at the M113s development where the FMC
sought to utilize its chassis into as many roles as possible, from
smoke generators to flamethrowers. The book also looks at how
the M113 was adapted for use by numerous overseas customers
and how these are upgraded to suit local conditions. Finally the
title looks at the M113’s changing roles in the more sophisticated
contemporary battlescape and how it’s still providing service in
theatres across the world in a variety of roles, both combat and
support. For the modeler there is nothing more important than
the little things and this image-rich section of Land Crafts M113
title delivers the goods. Filled with crisp photos that show the
M113’s many details, combined with helpful accompanying text,
forms an enviable visual guide for the enthusiast and modeler
alike.

Immerse yourself in heartwarming tales of love and emotion with
Crafted by is touching creation, Tender Moments: M113 . This
emotionally charged ebook, available for download in a PDF
format ( Download in PDF: *), is a celebration of love in all its
forms. Download now and let the warmth of these stories envelop
your heart.
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high-quality free
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eReader?
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